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ABSTRACT

The contributions of diquarks to the nudeon structure functions are discussed
is the framework of the parton model and in the most general case of both vector
and scalar diquarks inside unpolarized and polarized nudeons. The vector diquark
Anomalous magnetic moment and the scalar-vector and vector-scalar diquark tran-
sitions are also taken into account. The properties of the diquarks and of their
form factors, required in order for the resulting scaling violations to be compatible
with the observed ones, are discussed.

Key-words: Deep inelastic scattering; Diquarks.
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lutroduction

The role of spin 0 and spin 1 constituents in deep inelastic scattering has

been studied since the advent of the parton model [1,2); such spin 0 and spin 1

constituents can arise in a. natural way ia the pure quark model as bound states

of two quarks, the scalar and pseudovector diquarks [3).

. If ore recently the contribution of diquarks to deep inelastic nudeon structure

Auctions has been analysed and compared with the existing data, leading to a

ftsttkon picture allowing for the presence of almost pointHkc scalar diquarks and

heavier, more extended, vector diquarks (4,5). Such an analysis has been carried

out in the case of leptoa and v deep inelastic scattering on unpolarised nudeons,

with vector diquarks lacking anomalous magnetic moment.

We consider here the diquark contributions to the electromagnetic unpolarised

and polarised nudeon structure functions in the most general case of scalar and

vector diquarks, allowing for a vector diquark anomalous magnetic moment and

for scalar-vector and vector-scalar diquark transitions.

In Sect,l we derive the explidt expressions for the diquark contributions to

the unpolarised nudeon structure functions F\ and Fa, and the polarised ones, g%

In Sect.2 we look at the scaling violations caused by the introduction of di-

as constituents, and discuss the Q* dependence of the diquark form factors

Ml order for such scaling violations to be compatible with the experimental infor-

mation. We then give some condusions.'

I • Diquark contributions to Fi,F%fgi and g%

Let us recall [6] that the usual electromagnetic tensor W^N), describing the

inclusive interactions of a virtual photon of four-momentum q with a nudeon of

Inftf-momestum P and covariant spin vector 5, can be written in terms of four

structure functions as

S) (1.1)
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iriOt a symmetric (under a *-* 0 exchange) part

"7« + f «^ I

Mid MI antisymmetric one

In the parton model the virtual photon interaction with the nudeon is replaced

Igr the sum of the virtual photon interactions with all constituents, supposed to

be free. If we neglect the Fermi motion of the constituents inside the mideon we

wbtre n;(z,«;5) is the number density of partons of type }% covariant spin ê

M 4 four-momentum k = zP inside a nudeon of four-momentum P and spin

f* WmfiU,?) = YV^U'.i') + «H^^O',;";') » ^ e electromagnetic tensor which

describes the virtual photon exclusive interaction with the parton ; (7*; - » ? ) .

from Eqs.(l.l-4) we have, in the parton model

(1.5)

J (1.6)

l e t vs now compute explicitly Wa0{j,j') in the case of scalar diquarks (j as

/ • S)t rector diquark» ( ; ' » / " V) Mid of the scalar-rector <J » 5,; ' - K) and

vector-scalar {j m V,j' m S) diquark transitioni.
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In the first case we have:

where Ds(Q*) is the (real) scalar diquark electromagnetic form factor, revealing

its composite nature, and es is the electric charge (in units of the proton charge).

In the case of vector- diquarks we start from the most general coupling of a

virtual photon with a spin 1 massive particle

= iev {(2k + 9) V

-1(* + «) V + * V ] *MQ2)+ (1.8)

),, (1.9)

where C](A]) and «2(^2) are the polarization vectors of the initial and final di-

quarks, with helicities Aj and A2, respectively. The three forts factors D 3

will be discussed in the next Section. Then we have

From Eq$.(1.8-10) we can derive the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of

W0p(V,V), which can be cast in the forme:
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2ms

mN (2 + - ^ - ) - ^ a + * » N * ( 2 + - ^ - ) ( D ^ + xmNuD2D3)\ x\ mNx/ [ \ mNzJ J

\ (1.12)

In writing Eq.(1.12) we have used the relationship between the polarization

vector t and the spin four-vector # of a spin 1 particle of mass m and four-

monientum k

í (1.13)^ ) =
Zm

For scalar-vector and vector-scalar transitions we have

(1.14)

and, we find

' £ ) (1.15)
$

where Dr(Q3) » the transition form factor.

From Eqf.(l.S) and (1.6) we can write the total diqttark contribution to
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as

1
x

Difu+rk»

{ s{x) [wlf{sts) + wlp\st v)l +

+ I vi*) y \WIV{V* V) + WÍ?( V, 5)1 13 . l JJ
, V, . = 5) (1-17)

where S(z)(K(x)) is the density number of scalar (vector) diquarks with momen-

tum k — xP and AV(x; S) is the difference between the number of-vector diquarks

with spin parallel to the proton spin 5 and those with spin antiparalkl to S. In

case there are different kinds of scalar and/or vector diquaxks inside a nuclcon a

sum over all of them has to be included in Eqs.(1.16,17).

In deriving Eqs.(1.16,17) we have used the 5i/(6) and parity relationships

V,*(«) + VJ,(x) = 2F0'(x) = | v (« ) (1.18a)

VxV) = V:*{z) (1.186)

where V^(z) is the number density of vector diquarks with spin projection A inside

ft nuclcon with spin projection A. Eqs.(1.18o) are true, in general, for any collinear

decomposition of a spin 1/2 particle into two constituents, one of which has spin

I.

By insertion of Eqs.(1.7,l 1,12,14,15) into Eqs.(l.16,17) and comparison with

Eq«.(1.2) and (1,3) we get the explicit expressions for the diquark contributions

to the nucleon deep inelastic electromagnetic structure functions. Although some

el these results are well known [1,2,5,7] we present all of them here for a compre-

lensive treatment of the subject. With obvious notations, we have:
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55?)

,<"> =ie'vAV [(2 + - ± _ ) ( B A

4

+ xmNi/X>3D3) - f 1 + - ^ l Dl]

where we have given the results for the scaling structure functions Fj =

JP| es vWz^g% = nifjvGi and p2 = mut^Gi. Obviously, only the vector diquarks

contribute to the polarized structure functions g% and 52.

3 - Diquark form factors and anomalous magnetic moment

tet us consider first the results (1.19) in the limit of pointlike diquarks. In

such a case the form factors are given by

DS(0) m 1

I>j(0) = l í>a(0)«l + * P»(0) = 0 (2.1)

Dr(0) = 0

where K is the vector diquark anomalous magnetic moment.
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Whereas scalar pointlike diquarks do not introduce any Q* dependence in

structure functions FltFitgi and fij, vector poratiike diquarks lead to strong

scaling violations:

)[»—sf+«

which would be incompatible with experiment Notice also that the scaling viola-

tions in Fj ' and g\ ' are of order Q4
y unless the anomalous magnetic moment

of the vector diquark, ic, is zero, in which case all scaling violating terms are

proportional to Q3.

Of course, diquarks, bound states of two quarks, are not pointlike objects and

any realistic comparison with experimental data should take into account their

{arm factors Ds%D\flj aud D?. Dimensional counting rules would give for these

form factors the following (or faster) large Q2 decrease

1

1

Q
1

' Q 5

(«)

It is then clear from Eq».(1.19) and (2.3) that the scaling violations due to

terms proportional to Q* or Q+ will be miti&ated by the Q7 dependence of the

diquark form factors. The question is now: is the final balance compatible with

experimental information [8j?

Rather than attempting a detailed analysts of deep inelastic scattering data

in the framework of the parton model with diquarks, which, in some particular
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tftses, has already been done [4,5,7], we prefer to draw here some more genera)

conclusions. We know that, apart from the QCD logarithmic ones, power like

tta&ng violations of order 1/Q2 are allowed in Fí and Fj by the experimental

áftU (8). We also know the large Q2 behaviour of the ratio

+ ÜBÍ) . . ,
v J Q2

conectly predicted in the quark parton model due to the Cal]an-Gross relationship

J$f> SB 2xJFÍff). We then demand that these two conditions

i) scaling violations proportional to 1/Q2 or smaller (we do not deal here with

the QCD ones)

ii) R ~ 1/Q»

•til} hold true when introducing diquarks as constituents. We extend point i) to

the polarized structure functions g% and <fe as well.

Let us rewrite for convenience the large v>Q2 limits of some of Eqs.(1.19)

(dropping some non leading terms)

[I + r-^—) Ds{Di -D 7 ) + 2mNuxDiDA e\
\ 2TOJVI/ J
V> ft Í2M X »^ C | 5 ( X ) (2.5)

2

T

One can tee from Eqs.(1.19), (2.5) and the usual expression for i^9) and F,

ihtA it if possible to satisfy the above demand» i) and ii) if

(2.6)
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Rw D$ and DT we do not get any further restrictions than those already given in

Bqs.(2.3). In principle one might satisfy the conditions i) and ii) also by choosing

different form factors Dy and 2?j which both decrease at least like Q~4, but this

would be too far from the reasonable expectations given in Eq.(2.3).

Notice that the condition D% = Dj implies that the vector diquarks have no

anomalous magnetic moment (see Eq.(2.1)). Eqs.(2.6) also imply

(2.7)

so that all vector diquark contributions to Fj and JFj satisfy, at leading order,

the Callan-Gross relationship. Our results (2.6) justify the often used assumption

Dt^Di-Q-^Dt =0(5,7].

It is often stated that the Callan-Gross relation Ft — ixFi is a "proof that

partons have spin 1/2. Eq.(2.7) clearly indicates that this is not so.

Conclusions

We have computed the full diquark contributions to the electromagnetic nu-

cleon structure functions. The resulting scaling violations have been discussed in

terms of the diquark form factor behaviours at large Q7 and of the vector diquark

anomalous magnetic moment.

Even without attempting a detailed analysis of deep inelastic scattering data,

feme definite conclusions can be obtained by demanding that the scaling violations

be compatible with the general trend of the observed ones.

It turns out that vector diquarks, if present as constituents inside nucleons,

•sould have a zero anomalous magnetic moment and one of their form factors,

Dt{Q
2), should be much smaller than expected on the basis of simple dimensional

arguments. Failing these conditions, the scaling violations would be too big and

incompatible with experiments.
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The final emerging picture, Di « D* •« Q""a,Dj ar 0 is the same ás that

tjjmuly assumed, for simplicity reasons, in some diquark analysis of deep inelastic

scattering data [5,7].
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added in Proof». Bearing in mind other applications of the fliquark model, it

k plausible that diquark form factors Dt ~ Dt ~ Q~*t suggested by a pcrturbative

QCD analysis [9], are to be preferred to Dt = D2 ~ Q'7- We are grateful to Dr.

KroD for pointing this out to us. .
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